Compressed sensing is an important problem in many fields of science and engineering. It reconstructs signals by finding sparse solutions to underdetermined linear equations. In this paper, we propose a deterministic and non-parametric algorithm, shortest-solution guided decimation (SSD), to construct support of the sparse solution under the guidance of the dense least-squares solution of the recursively decimated linear equation. The most significant feature of SSD is its insensitivity to correlations in the sampling matrix. Using extensive numerical experiments, we show that SSD greatly outperforms 1 -norm based methods, orthogonal least squares, orthogonal matching pursuit, and approximate message passing when the sampling matrix contains strong correlations. This nice property of correlation tolerance makes SSD a versatile and robust tool for different types of real-world signal acquisition tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Real-world signals such as images, voice streams and text documents are highly compressible due to their intrinsic sparsity. Recent intensive efforts from diverse fields (computer science, engineering, mathematics and physics) have established the feasibility of merging data compression with data acquisition to achieve high efficiency of sparse information retrieval [1] , [2] . This integrated signal processing framework is called compressed sensing or compressed sampling [3] - [5] . At the core of this sampling concept is an underdetermined linear equation involving an M × N realvalued matrix D Dh = z. (1) (Throughout this paper we use uppercase and lowercase bold letters to denote matrices and vectors, respectively.) The column vector h ≡ (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h N ) T is to be determined, while the column vector z ≡ (z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z M ) T is the result of M sampling operations (measurements) on a hidden signal h 0 ≡ (h 0 1 , h 0 2 , . . . , h 0 N ) T ; in matrix form, this is
The vector h 0 is called a planted solution of (1). Given a matrix D and an observed vector z, the task is to reconstruct the planted solution h 0 . The sampling process (2) has compression ratio α ≡ M N < 1. If the number N nz of non-zero entries in h 0 exceeds M , some information must be lost in compression and it is then impossible to completely recover h 0 from z. However, if the sparsity ρ ≡ N nz N is sufficiently below the compression ratio (ρ < α), h 0 can be faithfully recovered by treating (1) as the sparse representation problem of obtaining a solution h with the least number of non-zero entries [6] , [7] .
As 0 -norm minimization is intractable, many different heuristic ideas have instead been explored for this sparse recovery task [1] , [7] . These empirical methods form three major clusters: greedy deterministic algorithms for 0 -norm minimization, convex relaxations, and physicsinspired message-passing methods for approximate Bayesian inference. Representative and most popular algorithms of these categories are Orthogonal Least Squares (OLS) and Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [8] - [17] , 1 -norm based methods [3] , [6] , [18] - [21] , and Approximate Message Passing (AMP) [22] , [23] , respectively. (In statistical physics the AMP method is known as the Thouless-Anderson-Palmer equation [24] .) To achieve good reconstruction performance, these algorithms generally assume the sampling matrix D to have the restricted isometric property (RIP) [25] . This requires D to be sufficiently random, uncorrelated and incoherent, which is not necessarily easy to meet in real-world applications. In many situations the matrix D is intensionally designed to be highly structured. For instance, D in the closely related dictionary learning problem often contains several complete sets of orthogonal base vectors to increase the representation capacity, leading to considerable correlations among the columns [6] , [18] . An efficient and robust algorithm applicable for correlated sampling matrices is highly desirable.
In this work we introduce a simple deterministic algorithm, Shortest-Solution guided Decimation (SSD), that is rather insensitive to the statistical property of the sampling matrix D. This algorithm has the same structure as the celebrated OLS and OMP algorithms [8] - [13] . It selects a single column of D at each iteration step. The most significant difference is on how to choose the matrix columns: While OLS and OMP select the column that having the largest magnitude of (rescaled) inner product with the residual of vector z, SSD selects a column under the guidance of the dense least-squares (i.e., shortest Euclidean-length) solution of the decimated linear equation. SSD exploits the left-and right-singular vectors of the decimated sampling matrix.
On random uncorrelated matrices SSD works better than OLS, OMP and 1 -norm based methods; it is slightly worse than AMP which for uncorrelated Gaussian matrices is proven to be Bayes-optimal under correct priors [22] , [26] . A major advantage of SSD is that it does not require the sampling matrix to satisfy the RIP condition. Indeed we observe that the performance of SSD on highly correlated matrices remains the same even when 1 -norm based methods, OLS and OMP, and AMP all fail completely. This remarkable feature makes SSD a versatile and robust tool for different types of practical compressed sensing and sparse approximation tasks.
II. THE GENERAL DENSE SOLUTION
When the number M of constraints is less than the number of degrees of freedom N (α < 1), the linear equation (1) has infinitely many solutions and most of them are dense (all the entries of h are non-zero). To gain a geometric understanding on the general (dense) solution, we first express the sampling matrix in singular value decomposition (SVD) [27] as D = U V T . Here U is an M × M orthonormal matrix; is an M × N diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the M non-negative singular values λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ λ M ; and V is an N × N orthonormal matrix. The columns of U ≡ (u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u M ) form a complete set of unit base vectors for the M -dimensional real space, so the vectors u µ
Here and in following discussions a, b denotes the inner product of two vectors a and b (e.g., u µ , u ν ≡ i u µ i u ν i ); and δ ν µ is the Kronecker symbol, δ ν µ = 0 for µ = ν and δ ν µ = 1 for µ = ν. Similarly,
Expanding the vector z as a linear combination of base vectors u µ , we obtain the following expression for the general solution of (1):
Each of the N − M coefficients c ν is a free parameter that can take any real value; g ≡ (g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g N ) T is a column vector uniquely determined by z:
where (x) is the Heaviside function, (x) = 1 for x > 0 and (x) = 0 for x ≤ 0; D + is the (Moore-Penrose) pseudoinverse of D [27] . We call g the guidance vector. We will rank the N entries of g in descending order of their magnitude, and the index l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N } of the maximum-magnitude entry g l of g will be referred to as the leading index. . The guidance vector g ≡ (g 1 , . . . , g N ) T lies within an M-dimensional subspace; the remainder vector r lies within the (N − M)-dimensional null space of matrix D signified by the elliptic shaded area, which is perpendicular to g. Each dashed line represents one of the N coordinate axes. In this schematic figure g 1 has the largest magnitude among all the entries of g, so the leading index l is l = 1. The sparsest solution of (1) is very likely to have large projection on the leading coordinate axis l but is unlikely to have zero projection on this axis l . Filled circular and square points are examples of likely and unlikely sparse solutions, respectively.
The guidance vector g is perpendicular to all the base vectors v ν with ν > M . The remainder term r ≡ ν>M c ν v ν of the general solution (3) therefore is perpendicular to g. A simple geometric interpretation of (3) is illustrated in Fig. 1 : the solution h can move freely within the (N − M )-dimensional subspace (called the null space or kernel of D) spanned by the base vectors v ν with ν > M ; this subspace is perpendicular to the guidance vector g, which itself is a vector within the M -dimensional subspace spanned by the base vectors v µ with µ ≤ M .
Notice that the guidance vector g is nothing but the shortest Euclidean-length (i.e., least squares) solution [27] . That is, the 2 -norm ||g|| 2 ≡ j g 2 j achieves the minimum value among all the solutions of (1). This is easily proved by setting all the coefficients c ν of (3) to zero. We may therefore compute g by the LQ decomposition method which is more economic than SVD. The sampling matrix is decomposed as D = LQ T , with Q ≡ (q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q M ) being an N × M orthonormal matrix (the columns q µ satisfying q µ , q ν = δ ν µ for µ, ν ∈ {1, . . . , M }) and L being an M × M lowertriangular matrix. The guidance vector g is then a linear combination of the unit vectors q µ :
and the coefficient vector a ≡ (a 1 , . . . , a M ) T is easily fixed by solving the lower-triangular linear equation La = z. The least-squares solution g can also be obtained through convex minimization with the following cost function
where β ≡ (β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β M ) T is a column vector of M Lagrange multipliers β i [28] . We can employ a simple iterative method of dual ascent:
At each iteration step t = 0, 1, . . . the updating rate parameter ε (t) is set to an optimal value to minimize the convergence time, see Appendix A for the explicit formula.
III. THE GUIDANCE VECTOR AS A CUE
The guidance vector g is dense and it is not the planted solution h 0 we are aiming to reconstruct. But, does the dense g bring some reliable clues about the sparse h 0 ? Because the observed vector z encodes the information of h 0 through (2), we see that
Here the N × N matrix P is a projection operator:
which projects h 0 to the subspace spanned by the first M base
Notice that, had the summation in (9) included all the N base vectors, P would have been the identity matrix (P ij = δ j i ), and then g would have been identical to h 0 . Because only M base vectors are included in (9) the nondiagonal entries of P no longer vanish, but their magnitudes are still markedly smaller than those of the diagonal entries.
Since v µ is a unit vector we may expect that v
We may also expect that v µ i and v µ j are largely independent of each other, then we get that P ij ≈ ± √ M N (with roughly equal probability to be positive or negative).
Let us now focus on one entry g i of g. According to (8) 
Because h 0 is a sparse vector with only ρN non-zero entries, the summation in the above expression (g
i ) contains only ρN terms. Neglecting the possible weak correlations among the coefficients P in , we get g
i does not depend much on the index i and it is of the same order as the first term of (10), which is g
i . For the leading index l of g, since g l must have the maximum magnitude among all the entries g i , we expect that g (a) l will have the same sign as g (b) l and it will have considerably large magnitude. It then follows that h 0 l is very likely to be non-zero and also that |h 0 l | a 0 . The above theoretical analysis suggests that the vector g is very helpful for us to guess which entries of the planted solution h 0 have large magnitudes. The validity of this theoretical insight has been confirmed by our numerical simulation results (Fig. 2 ). We find that indeed the guidance vector g contains valuable clues about the non-zero entries of h 0 . If an index i is ranked on the top with respect to the magnitude of g i , the corresponding value h 0 i has a high probability to be nonzero ( Fig. 2a and 2b ). This is especially true for the leading index l of g. We also observe that, both for ρ < α and for ρ α, the probability of h 0 l being non-zero becomes more and more close to unity as the size N increases (Fig. 2c ). This indicates the cue offered by g is more reliable for larger-sized compressed sensing problems. Building on the theoretical insights of (8) and (10), we now propose a simple algorithm for solving equation (1) .
IV. SHORTEST-SOLUTION GUIDED DECIMATION (SSD)
Let us denote the sampling matrix as a collection of column vectors d µ , i.e., D ≡ (d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d N ). With respect to the leading index l of g the linear equation (1) is rewritten as
Therefore, if all the other N − 1 entries h µ of the vector h are known, h l is uniquely determined as
Let us denote by h \l ≡ (h 1 , . . . , h l−1 , h l+1 , . . . , h N ) T the vector formed by deleting h l from h. This vector must satisfy the following linear equation
The M -dimensional vector y is the residual of z:
This residual vector y and all the decimated column vectors b µ are perpendicular to d l . Equation (13) has the identical form as the original linear problem (1) . If y is a zero vector, we can simply set h \l to be a zero vector too and then a solution h with a single non-zero entry h l is obtained by (12) . On the other hand if the residual y is non-zero, we can obtain the shortest Euclidean-length (least squares) solution of (13) as the new guidance vector. (If we adopt the dual ascent method (7) for this task, it is desirable to start the iteration from the old guidance vector to save convergence time.) A new leading index (say m) will then be identified, and the corresponding entry h m is expressed by the remaining N − 2 entries of h as
This Shortest-Solution guided Decimation (SSD) process will terminate within a number K of steps (K ≤ M ). We will then achieve a unique solution for the K selected entries h l , h m , . . . by backtracking the K derived equations such as (16) and (12), setting all the other N − K entries of h to be exactly zero. This solution h will have at most K non-zero entries. We provide the pseudo-code of SSD in Algorithm 1 and a simple MATLAB code based on pseudo-inverse in Appendix B. The longer C++ implementation is provided at power.itp.ac.cn/˜zhouhj/codes.html. 
4. Update d µ (for every µ ∈ ) and z as: An an illustration, we show in Fig. 3 the traces of two SSD processes obtained on a 2000 × 10000 Gaussian matrix D for two planted solutions h 0 with 600 non-zero entries. We see that the leading index l is not always reliable, sometimes the true value of h 0 l is actually zero. But the SSD algorithm is robust to these guessing mistakes. As long as the number of such mistakes is relatively small they will all be corrected by the backtrack process of Algorithm 1 (Fig. 3a and 3b ). But if these guessing mistakes are too numerous ( Fig. 3c and 3d) , the backtrack process is unable to correct all of them and the resulting solution h will be dense. For Algorithm 1 to be successful, the only requirement is that the indexes of all the non-zero entries of h 0 are removed from the working index set in no more than M steps. If this condition is satisfied the backtrack process of the algorithm will then completely recover the planted solution h 0 .
The SSD algorithm has the same structure as the greedy OLS [8] and OMP [10] , [11] algorithms. By carefully comparing these three algorithms we realize that they differ only in how to construct the guidance vector g. At the beginning of 1, 1) ). The horizontal axis denotes the step of the decimation. |h 0 l | is the l -th entry of h 0 with l being the identified leading index at this decimation step.
For the left column, the decimation stops after K = 629 steps with all the non-zero entries of h 0 being identified (the 29 mistakes are then all corrected by the followed backtrack process). For the right column, the decimation stops after K = 1948 steps with only 374 non-zero entries of h 0 being identified (the followed backtrack process reports a solution that is dramatically different from h 0 ).
the n-th decimation step (n = 0, 1, . . .) the updated sampling matrix D has dimension M × (N − n). Then OMP simply sets g = D T z so the µ-th entry is g µ = z, d µ , where d µ is the µ-th column of the current matrix D and z is the current residual vector. In OLS, g µ is computed by a slightly different expression g µ = z,d µ √ d µ ,d µ . In SSD, g is the least-squares solution of Dg = z, so g = D + z according to (4) . After the leading index l of g is determined, these algorithms then modify D and z by the same rule (see the two equations in step-4 of the while loop of Algorithm 1). The total number of arithmetic operations performed in the n-th decimation step is approximately 6 M (N −n) for OMP and 8 M (M −n) for OLS; and for SSD this number is approximately 4(L + 1)M (N − n) if we use L repeats of the iteration (7) to update g. We can set L to a small value (e.g., L ≤ 10) by optimizing the convex minimization process according to Appendix A, then SSD is roughly 5-7 times slower than OMP and OLS. On the other hand, the results in the next section will demonstrate that the guidance vector of SSD is much better than those of OMP and OLS, especially on correlated sampling matrices.
V. COMPARATIVE RESULTS
We now test the performance of SSD on sparse reconstruction tasks involving both uncorrelated and correlated sampling matrices. As the measure of correlations we consider the condition number Q ≡ λ max λ min , which is the ratio between the maximum (λ max ) and the minimum (λ min ) singular value of the sampling matrix D. An uncorrelated matrix has condition number Q ≈ 1, while a highly correlated or structured matrix has condition number Q 1. Notice that the RIP condition is severely violated for matrices with large Q values. Two types of sampling matrix are examined in our simulations:
Gaussian: Each entry of the matrix is an identically and independently distributed (i.i.d) random real value drawn from the Gaussian distribution with mean zero and unit variance. Every two different columns d µ and d ν of such a random matrix are almost orthogonal to each other; that is,
. The condition number Q of a Gaussian matrix is close to 1, and the RIP condition is satisfied.
Correlated: The matrix D is obtained as the product of an M × R matrix D 1 and a R × N matrix D 2 , so D = D 1 D 2 . Both D 1 and D 2 are Gaussian random matrices as described above. As the rank number R approaches M from above, the entries in the composite matrix D are more and more correlated and the condition number Q increases quickly.
The planted solutions h 0 are sparse random vectors with a fraction ρ of non-zero entries. The positions of the ρN non-zero entries are chosen completely at random from the N possible positions. Two types of planted solutions (Gaussian or uniform) are employed. The non-zero entries of h 0 are i.i.d random real values drawn from the Gaussian distribution with mean zero and unit variance or from the uniform distribution over (−1, +1) , for the Gaussian-type and uniform-type h 0 , respectively. The relative distance between h 0 and the reconstructed solution h is defined as
If this relative distance is considerably small (that is, ≤ 10 −5 ), we claim that the planted solution h 0 has been correctly recovered by the algorithm. We fix the compression ratio to α = 0.2 in the numerical experiments. Two different values of N are considered, N = 10 3 and N = 10 4 .
Many heuristic algorithms have been designed to solve the compressed sensing problem. Here we choose four representative algorithms for the comparative study, namely Minimum 1 -norm (ML1), OLS, OMP, and AMP. The algorithm ML1 tries to find a solution of (1) with minimized
Here we use the MATLAB toolbox L1_MAGIC [29] . The stop criterion for the primal-dual routine of this code is set to be pdtol = 10 −3 following the literature. The OLS and OMP algorithms are implemented according to [8] , [12] , and [13] . The AMP algorithm is implemented according to [22] and [23] . The Gauss-Bernoulli prior is assumed for the planted solution h 0 in the AMP algorithm as in [22] and [23] , and the sparsity ρ of h 0 is revealed to AMP as input.
A. GAUSSIAN SAMPLING MATRIX
The performance of SSD on Gaussian sampling matrices is compared with those of ML1 (Fig. 4 ), OLS and OMP (Fig. 5 ), and AMP (Fig. 6 ). Our simulation results demonstrate that, at fixed compression ratio α the transition between successful and unsuccessful reconstruction becomes sharper as N increases. At N = 10 4 and α = 0.2, when the planted solutions are Gaussian-type, SSD can successfully reconstruct the planted solutions with high probability (e.g., success rate s > 50%) if the signal sparsity is ρ ≤ 0.078. The corresponding values for ML1, OLS and OMP, and AMP are, respectively, ρ ≤ 0.04, 0.07 and 0.093. When the planted solutions are uniform-type, SSD can successfully reconstruct at sparsity ρ ≤ 0.067. The corresponding values for ML1, OLS and OMP, and AMP are, respectively, ρ ≤ 0.045, 0.065 and 0.079.
It is encouraging to observe that SSD achieves much better performance than the 1 -norm based ML1. In comparison with ML1, the SSD algorithm is closer to 0 -norm minimization since it tries to find the non-zero entries of h 0 but does not care about the magnitude of these entries.
The SSD algorithm slightly outperforms OLS and OMP on the Gaussian matrices. Because the different columns of a Gaussian random matrix D are almost orthogonal to each other, the pseudo-inverse D + does not differ very much from the transpose D T . This could explain why SSD only weakly improves over OLS and OMP. Similar small improvements of SSD over OLS and OMP are observed on uniform sampling matrices whose entries are i.i.d real values uniformly distributed in (−1, +1) . These comparative results suggest that the SSD iteration process makes less guessing mistakes than the OLS and OMP iterations do.
The AMP algorithm performs considerably better than SSD on the Gaussian matrices (Fig. 6 ). This may not be surprising since AMP is an global optimization approach. Compared with SSD, the AMP algorithm also takes more additional information of h 0 as input, including its sparsity level ρ and the probability distribution of its non-zero entries, which may not be available in some real-world applications.
B. CORRELATED SAMPLING MATRIX
Although SSD in comparison with AMP does not give very impressive results on Gaussian random matrices, it works much better than AMP (and also OLS, OMP and ML1) on correlated matrices. Let us first consider an illconditioned 280 × 1000 matrix instance obtained by multiplying two random Gaussian matrices of size 280 × 200 and 200 × 1000. The condition number of this matrix is Q = ∞. The message-passing iteration of AMP quickly diverges on this instance and the algorithm then completely fails, even for very small sparsity ρ = 0.005. Similar divergence problem is experienced for the ML1 algorithm. OLS and OMP have no difficulty in constructing a solution h, but their solutions are rather dense and are much different from the planted solution h 0 (Fig. 7, cross points) . On the other hand, SSD is not affected by the strong correlations of this matrix and it fully reconstructs h 0 (Fig. 7, plus points) . From Fig. 7 we see that SSD initially causes a smaller decrease in the Euclidean length ( 2 -norm) of the signal vector z than OMP (or OLS) does, but the slope of ||z|| 2 decreasing keeps roughly the same in later iterations. (The results of AMP and ML1 are not shown because they always fail to recover h 0 .) We observe that OLS and OMP work only for sparsity ρ < 0.02, while SSD is successful up to sparsity ρ ≈ 0.072 for Gaussiantype h 0 and up to ρ ≈ 0.06 for uniform-type h 0 . Comparing Fig. 8 with Fig. 5 we see that SSD performs almost equally good on the highly correlated matrix but OLS and OMP are very sensitive to correlations of the matrix.
To see how the algorithmic performance is affected by the condition number Q of the sampling matrices, we generate a set of 16 correlated 200 × 1000 matrices D according to the described protocol using different values of R = 200, 208, .73, respectively. We find that SSD is very robust to correlations ( Fig. 9a and 9b ) but the other algorithms are not: the performances of ML1, OLS and OMP, and AMP all severely deteriorate with the increasing of Q (Fig. 9c -9j ).
We have also tested the algorithms on correlated matrices generated by some other more complicated protocols. These additional simulation results (not shown here) further confirm the high degree of insensitivity of SSD. This rather peculiar property should be very desirable in practical applications because it greatly relaxes the requirements on the sampling matrix.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper we introduced the Shortest-Solution guided Decimation (SSD) algorithm for the compressed sensing problem and tested it on uncorrelated and correlated sampling matrices. The SSD algorithm is a geometry-inspired deterministic algorithm that does not explicitly try to minimize a cost function. SSD outperforms OLS and OMP in recovering sparse planted solutions; and it is especially competitive in treating highly correlated or structured matrices, on which the tested other representative algorithms (ML1, OLS and OMP, and AMP) all fail.
Mathematical and algorithmic studies [2] , [7] on the compressed sensing problem have focused overwhelmingly on uncorrelated random matrices satisfying the restricted isometric property [25] . But the RIP incoherence condition can be severely violated in real-world practical problems (see [30] for an example in physics on quantum Monte Carlo data analysis). Existing algorithms in the literature were not designed for tackling highly correlated sampling matrices, and this challenging issue has begun to be discussed only very recently (see, e.g., the work of [31] , [32] on orthogonal AMP). The SSD algorithm is a significant step along this direction. The demonstrated high degree of tolerance to correlations indicates that SSD can serve as a versatile and robust tool for different types of compressed sampling problems and sparse representation/approximation problems.
Rigorous theoretical understanding is largely absent on why the SSD algorithm is highly tolerant to structural correlations in the sampling matrix. We feel that (i) viewing the sparse recovery problem from the angle of eigensubspace projection (8) and (ii) recursively adjusting this eigen-projection by modifying the matrix D and the signal vector z are crucial to make SSD insensitive to correlations. We offered some qualitative arguments in Section III, especially through (8) and (10), on why the dense guidance vector g is useful to sparse reconstruction. More rigorous theoretical understanding on the SSD process needs to be pursued in the future. It looks quite promising to investigate the performance bound of SSD on ensembles of correlated matrices as a phase transition problem.
In this paper we only considered the ideal noise-free situation; but for practical applications it will be necessary to take into account possible uncertainty in the sampling matrix D and the unavoidable measurement noise in the signal vector z. SSD is slower than OLS and OMP by a constant factor in terms of time complexity. To further accelerate the SSD process an easy adaptation is to fix a small fraction of the active indices instead of just one of them in each decimation step (see, for example, [16] ). We also need to extend the SSD algorithm to complex-valued compressed sensing problems.
APPENDIX A ACCELERATED DUAL ASCENT PROCESS
Let us denote by γ (t) the gap vector after the t-th iteration step of the dual ascent process (7) , that is
Then after the (t + 1)-th iteration step, we have
where the auxiliary column vector η (t) is defined as
Notice that the Euclidean length ( 2 -norm) of γ (t+1) will be minimized by setting
This optimal value of ε (t) is used in the dual ascent process.
APPENDIX B ILLUSTRATIVE MATLAB CODE
As a simple demo we include here a MATLAB code which realizes the SSD algorithm in the most direct way. This code involves computing the pseudo-inverse of the matrix D, so it is not optimal in terms of time complexity. The more efficient implementation based on convex optimization (6) is documented at power.itp.ac.cn/˜zhouhj/ codes.html.
